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Abstract: This paper introduces about examplar based inpainting with bregman iteration algorithm. The first step of performing in 
this paper is inpainting on input images. The super resolution (bregman iteration) algorithm is used to improve information on missing 
area (unwanted area). The main benefit of this method is that it is stress-free to inpaint low resolution images. An input image is 
inpainted sometimes with several configurations. In the multiscale morphological cleaning can decreases noise powerfully by using 
super resolution (bregman Iteration) algorithm on that single image. Results are compared with parameter and time required for older 
and proposed methods. 
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1. Introduction 
Inpainting method is generally known as filling missing area 
in an image i.e. editing the input images. This method 
classified into following categories.  
1) Diffusion based 2) Examplar based  
In diffusion based method propagates linear structure. This 
technique is established on partial differention equation [1] & 
variational methods [3]. When large missing area fill at that 
time large blur are created. In exemplar based method use 
when sample & copy best matching texture using prior 
patches [5].This two methods has combined by using 
structure tensors filling priority of patches. Now the author 
[10] combine exemplar based with super resolution. This is 
two step algorithms 
1) The input images is inpainted  
2) That inpainted images resolution is enhanced by using 
super resolution method. 
In the few years a incredible progress has been made on 
exemplar based inpainting. The number of difficulties solve 
by using parameter setting. By changing parameter value 
which are filling order& patch size then after combined that 
inpainted images producing a final inpainted images. This 
provides large difficulty such as large noise & local 
singularities. In this case large inpainted images converted 
into full resolution by using super resolution method [10]. In 
this method the difficulties happens high frequency 
information are missing the input picture. 
In this problem high resolution pictures is convert into low 
resolution images. This difficulty solves using examplar 

based super resolution methods.  In this technique K values 
nearest neighbors based in an exterior patch database [14] as 
an alternative of creating LR-HR pairs of patches which is 
part of training images [13]. 
In above summary, the presenting method recovers basis on 
the  examplar-based inpainting methods by planning a new 
structure including a mixture of several inpainting of the 
input image monitored by a single image examplar-based 
Super Resolution method. When this method is beneficial on 
a low resolution of the input picture at that time use super 
resolution method. 
The sequence of paper as follows. In Section 2, summary of 
the presenting method of   inpainting and bregman iteration 
algorithms. In Section 3, the information about the inpainting 
algorithm and the region filling algorithm. In Section 4 
presents the algorithm of SR method. In section 5 shows 
experiments results, In Section 6. Finally we   conclude 
results of paper. 
 
2. Algorithm Overview 
In the above summary, there are a number difficulties for 
inpainting and resolutions. In presenting method, we suggest 
a new inpainting structure depend on both the mixture of 
low-resolution inpainting pictures technique and a single 
image SR method. The submitted method is collected of two 
operations. The Ist 

to filled in absent area. The inpainting algorithm is rather 
useful on the input images. Certainly a low-resolution picture 

is mostly characterized by its dominant and important 
construct of the part. In low-resolution image is very less 

operation is a non-parametric patch 
(sampling) technique recycled 
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noise and collected by the important part of structures. In this 
kind of image, local orientation singularities which could 
disturb the filling order calculation are powerfully compact. 
The Second step is the picture to inpaint is lesser than the 
original image, the computational time is required for 
inpainting knowingly compact equated to the one needed to 
inpaint the full resolution picture. This is providing more 
robustness. We inpaint the input image with different settings 
which is filling order, patch’s size, etc. then after combine all 
results, the final inpainted image is achieved. The obtaining 
results will show that robustness and inpainting is improved. 
The 2nd

 

 operation is that enhance the resolution and best 
quality of inpainted areas by using bregman iteration 
algorithm. In this algorithm change the parameter value so 

removing the noise. Fig. 1 illustrates block diagram of 
proposed method: 

1. Original image is taking as input image. 
2. We apply mask on the original image, the area that to 

be inpainted, it is carried out as a train image. 
3. Inpainting method (exemplar based method) is 

applied to image to fill the gaps of LR picture carried 
with different settings (patch size, filling order). 

4. Bregman iteration is depending on updating 
parameter value of pixel. 

5. The quality of image is improved by Super resolution 
method (bregman iteration method). 

 
 

 
  
                                                               Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed method. 

 
 
       3. Inpainting Method 

The proposing inpainting method is exemplar based 
inpainting method. This method is based on the 
Crimimsi method. The proposing method is based on the 
structured, texture &combined of texture & structural 
inpainting. The best patch filling order is can be depend 
on the propagating structure & texture information [3]. 
The better quality of output image synthesis is totally 
depend on the order of filling process, so we use higher 
priority of synthesis for the target area inpainting & 
which lie on the extension of image structures. In this 
paper we will overcome the problem that in the 
convectional filling method. The explore preferred 
properties are linear structure, changing the structure of 
the target region &It is balance synchronously structure 
& texture. In this algorithm, patches are filling given a 
temporary priority value which is determining the order 
of patches. 

 
3.1 Region-Filling Algorithm  

We assume the symbolic representation like to that 
used in the inpainting works. In this method three 
images are used. The first is input image. This image 

is original image which denoted ‘I’. The second 
image is target image. This image is formed by 
selecting region which is removing from the original 
image, so this region of image is called as target 
region. This image denoted by ‘Ω’. In target region 
only two colors are used i.e. black &white or black & 
green. The third image is source image. The source 
image is form by target region is removed from the 
input image at that time remaining region is fixed and 
that region is called as source region. It is denoted by 
Φ. The source region is Φ = I - Ω. The target region 
is manually selected by the user. In the exemplar 
based method use texture synthesis [12], the size of 
window is Ψ is individual. When that parameters are 
find out the after region filling process is 
automatically proceeds. In proposing algorithm, 
patch priority is found out. The highest priority fill 
firstly as same as its order. The patch priority is 
determined by the product of data value and 
confidence value. Secondly fill region to minimum 
patch error.  
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4. Super-Resolution method 
When inpainted process is completed then after instantly 
super resolution (bregman iteration) algorithm is 
applied.  
The SR algorithm reconstructs is depend on    

1) Spatial domain 
       2) Frequency domain 
In our proposing method, we used spatial domain. This 
domain is used for super resolution image 
reconstruction. In spatial domain reconstructs algorithm, 
doesn’t use uniform interpolation based method. The 
main benefits of these algorithms are that their synthesis 
cost is low, so it makes proper real time application. 
Though remove the blur or noise characteristics & so the 
quality of image reconstruct image is improve. The 
convex set methods use the spatial domain mode & 
some important information. This method are simple, 
their disadvantage are slow convergence, large 
synthesize cost and no uniqueness of solution. 
In this method we shows an edge preserving super 
resolution image reconstruct problem of deblurring or 
noise by using bregman iteration method [2]. This 
method is devoted into two major parts. Firstly we 
proposed a bregman iteration function is depending on 
multiscale closing & opening. It’s remove noise or blur 
powerfully while conserving edge information.  
 

Furthermore bregman iteration method to resolve the 
problem of inverse for super resolution reconstruction. 
The multiscale morphological can minimize noise or 
blur powerfully so this show the successfully a 
regularization method.  
Our proposing method show that it works is improved 
than existing methods. A non-linearity function of the 
regulization is controlled in a linear way at the time of 
optimization. We show that, if there is impulse noise 
with salt and proper noise or random values in LR 
images. This is handled by using two major steps for 
super resolution reconstruction algorithm. Firstly, when 
it detect the noisy or blur pixels then assuming those 
detected pixels as unidentified pixels, reconstruct SR 
image using only those pixels which contain blur or 
noise. This method proposed here was verified the 
blurring problem. When it is easily spread then this 
method is developing. If it is cover this regulization 
technique to be adaptive by selecting of different size 
&shapes depending on neighboring pixels 
Iteration is known as repeating a process with the 
approaching a desired time and the results obtained of 
one iteration is starting point for the next iteration.  Each 
pixel has it individual parameter value i.e mu, lamda, 
gmm. We can change that value up to iteration periods. 
Do this reconstruction it depend on iteration periods & 
we get improving images. 

 
 
 

   
 

                                  (i)                                                               (ii)                                                                  (iii) 
 
 

 

 
                                                                                               (iv) 
                                  Fig.2  Output images i) Input image ii) mask image iii) inpainted image iv) SR image 
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5.  Experimental Results  
 
In this paper, output results are mention about tested of natural 
images & compared to following images. 
Fig 2. Show the result of proposed technique. The images have 
improved a resolution in fig 2. (d)The inpainted low resolution 
images and SR result. The method faithfully, improves the 
texture such as the elephant, tiger, soldier, trees. This 
Structures are also well improved fig (2) shows the results are 
(i) show input images,(ii)show mask image, (iii) Show 
inpainted image,(iv)show SR image. The more favorable 
results are obtained when the hole to be filled in small area. In 
this situation a better image is obtained.  
 
2) We have fixed several parameters which is for inpainting & 
color space (RGB). In this method we use green color for the 
masks images. Following table shows the performance of 
images MSE1 & PSNR1 are the output result of only inpainted 
image. MSE2 & PSNR2 are the results of the super resolution 
(bregman iteration). PSNR is reducing that means images has 
increase the clearity. 
 
Table 1: Performance of the image for inpaint and Super-

Resolution  

Sr.No Pictures MSE1 PSNR1 MSE2 PSNR2 

1 Elephant 0.4551 3.4186 0.0183 17.3642 

2 Tiger 0.1663 7.7917 0.0180 17.4491 

3 Soldier 0.2462 6.0863 0.0149 18.2715 

 
Following table shows the performance of bregman iteration 
algorithms which shows that time required to older super 
resolution of the image and time required to bregman iteration. 
It is concluded that bregman iteration have required less time 
than the older SR methods. If mask image is accurate then the 
time required for inpainting is less. 
 
Table 2: the time is required to older super-resolution and 

bregman iteration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Conclusion 
We have removed unwanted regions using inpaintaing method. 
Target regions remove from image then after obtaining image 
is source images. Secondly, we are working on bregman 
iteration method to resolve the noise by using the proposed 
morphologic regularization. The multiscale morphological 
removing can falls blur or noise powerfully. Our proposing 
method shows that it results are fairly well. It is time reducing 
than existing methods. If mask image is accurate then the time 
required for inpainting is less. 
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